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A contribution is presented to the study of hadron spectroscopy through the use of fractals and
discrete scale invariance implying log-periodic corrections to continuous scaling. The masses of
mesons and baryons, reported by the Particle Data Group (PDG), are properly fitted with help of
the equation derived from the discrete-scale invariance (DSI) model. The same property is observed
for the mass ratios between different particle species. This is also the case for total widths of several
hadronic species.
Each fitted parameter, as a function of the hadronic masses, displays the same distribution for all
hadronic species. Several masses of still unobserved mesons and baryons are tentatively predicted.
PACS numbers: 14.20,-c, 14.40.-n
I. INTRODUCTION
The large and increasing number of mesons and
baryons suggests the need for a new classification, in ad-
dition to those already existing, based on their quark
and gluon nature and quantum numbers (isospin, spin,
charge conjugation and parity). A possible way is to look
for eventuel fractal properties of these particles. Up to
now, the very powerful concept of fractals [1] was applied
to several fields in physics [2], but not really used to study
the physical masses of the particles. The present work is
in continuity with two previous papers where the same
ideas were studied.
The first paper presented several relations, relying be-
tween themselves the masses of the two quark families:
mu,mc, and mt in the one hand, and md,ms, and mb in
the other hand [3]. The same study, presented relations
between gauge boson masses, and another relation be-
tween lepton masses [3]. These relations suggest that the
particle physics masses should also follow fractal proper-
ties.
The second paper looked at the the fractal properties
in coupling constants of fundamental forces, in atomic
energies and in elementary particle masses [4].
The hadron level-spacing was studied some time ago
[5]. In this work, it was shown that, when separated
into multiplets characterized by sets of definite quantum
numbers and different flavors, the masses are well de-
scribed by the Wigner surmise for β = 1. Our discussion
considers consecutive hadron level masses, rather than
level mass spacings, then considers consecutive hadron
level mass ratios, separately for different species, but not
separately for different quantum numbers.
The hadron spectrum was recently analysed within the
∗ tati@ipno.in2p3.fr
”Chaos in Quantum Chronodynamics” model [6]. It was
shown that the meson and baryon spectra ”obey a scaling
hierarchy with critical exponents ordered in natural pro-
gression”. This study applies to the fundamental masses
of different species of mesons and baryons and not to the
mass ratios inside each species.
The hadron masses were recently computed within the
Anti-de Sitter space, conformal field theory [7]. It was
found that ”the predicted mass spectrum in the trun-
cated space model is linear M ∝ LO, at high orbital an-
gular momentum”.
II. ABOUT THE SCALE INVARIANCE MODEL
A. The fractal characteristic of hadronic masses
The fractal concept stipulates that the same physical
laws apply for different scales of the given physics. We
summarize here very briefly the concept of continuous
and discrete scale invariances transcribing the develope-
ments of D. Sornette [8] and L. Nottale [9], as already
reminded in [4]. The concept of continuous scale invari-
ance is defined by the following way: an observable O(x),
depending on the variable x, is scale invariant under the
arbitrary change x → λx, if there is a number µ(λ) such
that µ = O(x) / O(λx). λ is the fundamental scaling
ratio. The solution of O(x) is:
O(x) = Cxα, (1)
where α = −lnµ/lnλ.
The relative value of the observable, at two different
scales, depends only on µ, the ratio of the two scales
O(λx)/O(x) and does not depend on x. We have there-
fore ” a continuous translational invariance expressed on
the logarithms of the variables”. If the distribution of
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2the logarithm of O(x) versus the logarithm of x, displays
a straight line, we expect that a relation exists allowing
the calculation of the masses, starting from the lowest
mass.
B. The discrete scale invariance characteristic of
hadronic masses
The discrete scale invariance (DSI), in opposition to
the continuous scale invariance, is observed when the
scale invariance is only observed for specific choices
of λ. Its signature is the presence of power laws
with complex exponents α inducing log-periodic correc-
tions to scaling [8]. In case of DSI, the α exponent is now
α = −lnµ/ln λ+ i2npi/lnλ (2)
where n is an arbitrary integer. The continuous scale
invariance is obtained for the special case n = 0, then α
becomes real.
The critical exponent ”s” is defined by µ = λs.
Defining Ω = 1/lnλ, we obtain α = -s + i 2piΩ. The
most general form of distributions following DSI was
given by Sornette [8]. We apply it to the ratio of two
hadronic adjacent masses of a given species, ”f(r)”,
where ”r” is the rank of the distribution. Following the
most general form of the mass ratio distribution f(r):
f(r) = C (|r−rc|)s [1+a1 cos(2pi Ω ln (|r−rc|)+Ψ)] (3)
where we have omitted the imaginary part of f(r).
C is a normalization constant. a1 measures the am-
plitude of the log-periodic correction to continuous scal-
ing, and Ψ is a phase in the cosine. ”rc” is the critical
rank, which describes the transition from one phase to
another. It is underdetermined, but widely larger than
the experimental ”r” values. This is the general situation
of hadronic mass ratios. Such undetermination has very
few consequences on all parameters, except on Ω. When
increasing ”rc” from 30 to 40, Ω increases approximately
by a factor 1.36. Therefore ”rc” was arbitrarily fixed to
”rc” = 40 for all following studies, allowing to look at all
parameter variations.
In summary, the signature of scale invariances is the
existence of power laws. The exponent α is real if we
have continuous scale invariances and is complex in case
of discrete scale invariances, and then gives rise to log-
periodic corrections.
We first plot the log of the studied quantity, versus
the log of its rank (ln(R)), defined as being the mass
number from the lighter to the heavier studied mass. All
masses are expressed in MeV. Then, when the statistics
will allow it, we study the ratio of successive values fitted
by equation (3).
III. PDG MESON MASSES
All mesonic masses, except those specifically indicated,
are taken from the review of the Particle Data Group
(PDG) [10]. Many mesons are not firmly established,
even if many of them are given in PDG with their quan-
tum numbers I (JP ). These masses, omitted from the
PDG summary table, are however kept in our study,
which therefore will have to be improved after new me-
son mass determinations (observations, confirmations or
eliminations). Then new hadronic masses, tentatively ob-
served up to january 2011, were introduced in this study.
The masses, corresponding to large ”r” for all species,
are clearly uncertain, and will have to be improved with
time.
A. Light unflavored PDG meson masses
Many unflavored mesonic masses, only quoted in PDG
inside the ”Other Light Mesons” section [10], were ob-
served at LEAR (CERN) using the p − p¯ annihilation
measurements [11] (the Crystal Barrel data). We intro-
duce these mesons, using their reliability discused in [12].
Figure 1 shows the log-log plot of the PDG light unfla-
vored mesons. We observe a staircase shape. Here only
the PDG data are introduced, in order to increase the low
mass range and therefore increase the staircase shape.
We observe a jagged shape for the first six masses, which
FIG. 1. Log-log plot of PDG unflavored meson masses (MeV).
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suggests a possible double fractal property. We observe
also that the product of the P parity by the G parity, is
successively even and odd for the first thirteen unflavored
3meson masses, up to f2(1270).
Therefore we plot for all unflavored mesons two sepa-
rated log-log distributions in figure 2, the even and odd
PG parity masses being considered separately.
FIG. 2. Log-log plot of unflavored meson masses (MeV), sep-
arated as even or odd PG parity products. Full circles (red on
line) are for even PG parity masses; full stars (blue on line),
are for odd PG parity masses.
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The staircase shape is removed now. The figure shows
a few number of small steps for masses larger than
M = 1474 MeV (rank 13 in this PG parity product sep-
arated plot), suggesting a possible lack of some mesons.
We deduce the presence of power-law sequences, for both
even and odd PG parities product. These relations
could eventually help to predict the masses of unflavored
mesons, built on the pion (or the η) mass.
The mr+1/mr unflavored mesonic mass ratio is plotted
in figure 3. The data are presented using two inserts.
Insert (a) shows the low rank ratios and fit peformed
using equation (3). Insert (b) shows the ratio in a larger
rank range. In this range, the good alignement of the
log-log distribution, shown in figure 2, could suggest a
better justification of the analytical fit with an unique set
of parameters. However the error bars are so large that
the comparison between data and fit is almost valueless.
It is clear that this species contains a large number of
unprecised masses.
The first ratio is much larger than the other ratio val-
ues, and is removed from the figure. It corresponds to the
large mass difference between the two first pions (see fig-
ure 2). The masses of two f0 mesons are very imprecise.
We take an unprecision for them to be ∆M = 200 MeV,
therefore both masses are therefore M = 600 ± 200 MeV
FIG. 3. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for unflavoured mesons.
Insert (a) shows the first twenty ratios, insert (b) shows the
ratios between rank 10 and 50.
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and 1370 ± 200 MeV.
The masses are introduced in an increasing order,
therefore, in a few cases, the order is not exactly the
same as given by PDG. Each ratio is plotted at the mean
absisse between the absissa of the ” r ” and the ” r+1 ”
masses.
B. Strange meson masses
The log-log distribution of strange meson masses is
shown in figure 4. The figure suggests a possible under-
estimation of the K∗0 (800) or κ mass (the second data),
reported as m = 672 ±40 MeV [10].
Figure 5 shows the ratio of successive strange meson
masses. We observe, here again, similar behaviour as the
one noted previously for the unflavoured mesons, namely
an important peak at low ”r” followed by oscillations
blurred by relatively large error bars. The curve shows
the result of the fit performed using equation (3). Here
again, the experimental peak at low ”r” is outside the fit.
4FIG. 4. Log-log plot of strange meson masses (MeV).
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FIG. 5. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for strange meson masses.
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C. Charmed meson masses
The log-log distribution of the charmed meson masses
is plotted in figure 6. In addition to the charmed me-
son masses reported by PDG, several masses have been
observed by the BaBar Collaboration [13] [14] at M =
2539.4, 2608.7, 2752.4, 2710, 2763.3, and 2862 MeV.
They are introduced in the figures. Their strong decay
have been analysed by [15] [16] [17]. Figure 7 shows the
ratio of successive charmed meson masses.
D. s− s¯ meson masses
In addition to the PDG masses of the s − s¯ mesons,
several masses were observed recently. A resonance at
M = 2175 MeV JP = 1− was observed by BABAR [18]
and was tentatively associated with a ss¯ or a ss¯ss¯ state.
Indeed, it was observed in the Φ(1020)f0(980) invariant
mass spectrum. A consistent mass and width were also
observed by the BES Collaboration [19] in the same fi-
nal state. The existence of a state around 2.0 GeV was
FIG. 6. Log-log plot of charmed meson masses (MeV).
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FIG. 7. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for charmed meson
masses.
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predicted with the quark content: qsq¯s¯ [20]. This reso-
nance was sometimes associated with an exotic, hybrid
resonance [21]. A narrow resonance in the system KsKs
was observed [22] at M = 1521.5 MeV.
There is, up to now, no spectroscopy of s − s¯ mesons
below M = 2.0 GeV.
E. Charmed strange meson masses
In addition to the charmed strange meson masses given
by PDG [10], the following masses was observed by SE-
LEX [23]: M = 2632.6 ± 1.6 MeV, and M = 2856.6 ±
1.5 MeV and M = 2688 ± 4 MeV, by BABAR [24].
The log-log distribution of the charmed strange me-
son masses is plotted in figure 8. The ratio of mr+1/mr
masses for charmed-strange mesons is plotted in figure 9.
The peak at low ”r”, observed previously in different
meson species, is not present here. A good fit is ob-
tained between the data and calculated distributions.
The large value of the last ratio between the 8th mass
(M = 2688 MeV) and the 9th mass (M = 2856 MeV),
suggests strongly the missing of (a) charmed strange me-
5FIG. 8. Log-log plot of charmed strange meson masses (MeV).
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son(s), not observed up to now, between these masses.
FIG. 9. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for charmed-strange
mesons.
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F. Bottom meson masses
The log-log distribution of the bottom meson masses
is plotted in figure 10. The small number of bottom
mesonic masses, prevents from drawing a mass ratio dis-
tribution. From figure 10, we anticipate a single peak
centered around r≈ 2.5 by comparison with figure 6.
G. Bottom Strange meson masses
The log-log distribution of the bottom strange meson
masses is plotted in figure 11. Here also the same small
number of known masses prevent to draw the mass ratio
distribution. The masses are rather close to the bottom
mesonic masses. A single peak centered around r≈ 2.5,
is anticipated.
FIG. 10. Log - log distributions for bottom meson masses
(MeV).
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FIG. 11. Log - log distributions of bottom strange meson
masses (MeV)
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One single bottom charmed meson mass, is reported
in [10], namely at M = 6.276±0.004 GeV.
H. c - c¯ meson masses
In addition to the masses of c− c¯ mesons given by PDG
[10], several new masses were observed at M ≈ 4.55 GeV
[25], 4.78 GeV [26], 4.87 GeV [26], 5.09 GeV [27],
≈ 5.30 GeV [25], 5.44 GeV [27], 5.66 GeV [27], and
5.91 GeV [27]. Here, a large number (25) of precise
masses exist. The log-log distribution of the bottom
strange meson masses is plotted in figure 12. The ra-
tio of mr+1/mr masses, for c − c¯ mesons is shown in
figure 13. A good fit is obtained, except for the peak at
low ”r”. The nice agreement between the data and the
fit, obtained for several last ratios, allows us to tenta-
tively predict the next c − c¯ meson mass, not observed
up to now, to be close to M ≈ 5991 MeV.
I. b− b¯ meson masses
In addition to the masses of b− b¯ mesons reported by
PDG [10], a resonance at M = 10.735 GeV was recently
reported [28]. The log-log distribution of the bottom
6FIG. 12. Log - log distributions of c− c¯ meson masses (MeV).
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FIG. 13. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for c− c¯ mesons.
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strange meson masses is plotted in figure 14. Figure 15
FIG. 14. Log - log distributions of b− b¯ meson masses (MeV).
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shows the mr+1/mr mass ratios for the bb¯ mesons. We
observe a nice fit for all points, except the first ones cor-
responding to the peak at low ”r”. Here again, we ten-
tatively predict the next (16th) b − b¯ meson mass to be
close to M ≈ 11294 MeV.
Some other heavy flavor mesonic masses exist; they are
too scarce to allow a study of their mass variation. A bc¯
meson mass was reported at MBc = 6275.6 ± 2.9 MeV
FIG. 15. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for b− b¯ mesons.
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[29].
Many papers discussed the possibility to associate
some mesons with hybrids or molecules [30]. Several can-
didates were presented, all at masses higher than those
studied in this paper. For example, the Y(4660) was re-
ported as an f0(980)Ψ
′ bound state [31]; the decays of
B+ → X(3872)IK+ and B0 → X(3872)IK0 were ob-
served with BABAR at PEP-II [32]; the Ψ(2S) decay to
J/Ψ was studied at BES [33]; the Z±(4430) was observed
at BELLE [34] and discussed as an excellent candidate
for being an exotic state [35].
IV. PDG BARYON MASSES
A. N Baryon masses
The log-log distribution of the N baryon masses is plot-
ted in figure 16. The figure shows several straight lines,
FIG. 16. Log - log distributions for the N baryonic masses
(MeV).
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with a possible gap between the 10th and 11th masses (M
= 1720 MeV and 2190 MeV). These gaps manifest them-
selves by a little jump with several points aligned after
7the jump. The ratio of mr+1/mr masses, for N baryons is
shown in figure 17. The unprecision on the unflavoured
FIG. 17. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for N baryonic masses.
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baryonic masses are large, starting at M = 1700 MeV.
Here too, the large first value is not correctly fitted.
B. ∆ baryon masses
The log - log distribution of the ∆ baryon masses is
plotted in figure 18. From the figure, we can suggest
FIG. 18. Log - log distributions for the ∆ baryonic masses
(MeV).
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that the mass of the third ∆ baryon, M = 1630 MeV
(called ∆(1620)), could be increased by ∆M ≈ 20 MeV.
Such small increase is possible, since the masses of the
∆ baryons are rather unprecised. The large mass un-
precisions, and the proximity of many masses (7 masses
between M = 1890 MeV and 1940 MeV), justify the omis-
sion of the mr+1/mr distribution for the ∆ baryons.
C. Λ baryon masses
The log-log distribution of the Λ baryon masses is plot-
ted in figure 19. There is a gap between the 6th and the
FIG. 19. Log - log distributions for the Λ baryonic masses
(MeV).
7th masses (M = 1690 MeV and 1800 MeV), but it is not
clear that it corresponds to a missing Λ baryon mass.
M = 1690 MeV could be a little low (see the 6th and the
7th points in figure 19). The ratio ofmr+1/mr masses, for
Λ baryons is shown in figure 20. Except the first large
FIG. 20. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for Λ baryons.
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data, outside the fit, the agreement between the fitted
and the experimental distributions is obtained, but is of
poor value due to large error bars.
D. Σ baryon masses
The log-log distribution of the Σ baryon masses is plot-
ted in figure 21. The ratio of mr+1/mr masses, for Σ
baryons is shown in figure 22. The first large peak at
low ”r” is not reproduced by the fit; moreover the large
error bars make the agreement between the fitted and
the experimental distributions valueless. The increase of
8FIG. 21. Log - log distributions for the Σ baryonic masses
(MeV).
FIG. 22. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for Σ baryon masses.
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data points for rank larger than 21, may be due to miss-
ing Σ baryons, still not observed. The fit for the actual
data, shown in figure 22, is obtained with a doubly equa-
tion (1) with different parameters. These five last data
points correspond to the last points in figure 21 showing
the log-log distribution of Σ baryons. The alignement
of these data in figure 21, showing a large slope, is to-
tally different from the alignement of the data for smaller
rank. These last data show clearly the need for discrete
scale invariance, with different parameters describing the
different range of the distribution.
E. Ξ baryon masses
The log-log distribution of the Ξ baryon masses is plot-
ted in figure 23. The ratio of mr+1/mr masses, for Ξ
baryons is shown in figure 24. The error bars are smaller
than previously observed in baryonic species. We also ob-
serve a good fit for the complete distribution, except the
first point, as usually, and except the last point allowing
us to anticipate the possible absence of (a) Ξ baryonic
mass(es) between M = 2370 MeV and 2500 MeV.
FIG. 23. Log - log distributions for the Ξ baryonic masses
(MeV).
FIG. 24. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for Ξ baryonic masses.
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F. Ω baryon masses
Only four Ω baryonic masses are reported in PDG
[10] at M = 1672.45 MeV, 2252 MeV, 2380 MeV, and
2470 MeV, the last two being ”omitted from summary
table”. They are too scarce to be considered in the frame
of our study.
G. Charmed baryon masses
Only 6 masses of charmed Λ baryons are reported in
PDG [10] and 3 masses of charmed Σ baryons. Therefore,
we analyzed simultaneously the charmed Λ baryons and
the charmed Σ baryons. The log-log distribution of the
charmed baryonic masses is plotted in figure 25. The
ratio of mr+1/mr masses, for the charmed baryons is
shown in figure 26. The error bars are small. We also
observe a rather good fit for the complete distribution,
except the first point, as usually, and except for the last
point allowing us to anticipate the possible absence of (a)
charmed baryonic mass(es) between M = 2881.53 MeV
and 2939.3 MeV.
9FIG. 25. Log - log distributions for the charmed baryonic
masses (MeV).
FIG. 26. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for charmed baryonic
masses.
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H. The Ξ charmed baryon masses
Ten Ξc masses are reported in PDG [10].
The log-log distribution of the Ξc masses is plotted
in figure 27. The ratio of mr+1/mr masses, for the Ξc
FIG. 27. Log - log distributions for the Ξc masses (MeV).
baryons is shown in figure 28. A nice fit is observed
between the data and calculated distribution.
FIG. 28. Ratios of mr+1/mr masses, for Ξc baryons.
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The heavier baryons are too scarce to allow the same
discussion. Indeed PDG reports only two Ωc masses, one
Ξcc mass, one Λb mass, two Σb masses, and one Ξb mass.
V. DISCUSSION
The hadronic mass ratios mr+1/mr are correctly fit-
ted over all distributions, in many species, with help of
equation (3). This is only true for the first n≈15 points,
except for the first one. This is as well observed in the
log-log representations, since the first point is not aligned
with the followings, as in the mr+1/mr mass ratio rep-
resentations. These species are: unflavoured, strange,
charmed, c− c¯, and b− b¯ mesons in the one side and N,
∆, Λ, Σ, and Ξ baryons in the other side.
On the other hand, several other species do not ex-
hibit such large ratio values at first ”r” points, and
are therefore correctly fitted over the total distribution.
These species are: charmed strange mesons, charmed,
and charmed-strange baryons, and also the exotic nar-
row mesons [36–40], exotic narrow baryons [41–44] and
exotic narrow dibaryons [45–48] which were also analysed
within fractal properties, but not illustrated here.
In order to check the possibilty to observe fractal prop-
erties for the full widths Γ of different hadron species,
some log-log plots and the corresponding Γr+1/Γr ratios
were studied. The total widths of most species are precise
for the first masses, and then become quickly unprecise.
Therefore only a relatively small number of species were
kept for the study of the total width variation in the
scope of fractal properties. This study is not presented
here, in order to not lengthen too much the paper; it
will be presented elsewhere. On the whole, the corre-
sponding figures of the log-log plot of total widths show
several straight lines, at least two straight lines, without
superposition, suggesting a multiple fractal property.
Since all mr+1/mr mass ratio distributions are ob-
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tained with several adjustable parameters, it is important
to study their variation from one species to another one.
These variations are shown in the forthcoming figures
showing the parameter values versus the masses. The
mesons are shown by full circles (red on line), the baryons
by full stars (blue on line), and the dibaryons marks by
full triangles (green on line). The marks corresponding to
narrow exotic species, are overmarked by empty squares.
The horizontal lines, show the correctly fitted mass range
of each species, using equarion (3). Each mark is plotted
in the middle of each such horizontal line. The preci-
sions drawn on the parameters are arbitrary. In order
only to guide the eye, the parameters of all distributions
are joined by straight lines or smooth curves.
As already said, ”rc” is weakly defined, since the num-
ber of oscillations is not large. When ”r” increases and
comes close to ”rc”, the oscillations contract, allowing to
get the ”rc” value. This is observed only for the charmo-
nium masses since in that species many precise masses
exist. rc = 40 gives a good oscillation contraction for the
charmonium distribution. We fix the same value rc = 40
for all species of our study, without attempt to move it.
We show, first, the distribution of the main fitted pa-
rameters describing the mass variations: the critical ex-
ponent ”s”, the parameter a1 giving the amplitudes of the
oscillations, the fundamental scaling ratio λ = exp(1/Ω).
Then we show the calculated parameter ”µ” defined by
the relation µ = λs. ”α” which signs the presence of
power laws and DSI, is given by Re (α) = ”-s” and
Im (α) = 2ipi Ω.
FIG. 29. Distribution of the fitted critical exponent ”s” pa-
rameter, s = -Re (α), from all hadronic species (see text).
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We observe also, that with a good precision, s is pro-
portionnal to a1. The real part of α is very small, com-
pared to the imaginary part, the ratio being generally
smaller that 2*10−2. The shapes of ”s”, ”λ”, ”a1”,
and ”C” (not shown) distributions are approximately the
same. In the same way, the shapes of Ω, and Ψ (not
shown) are approximately the same.
The amplitudes of the log-periodic oscillations are
FIG. 30. Distribution of the fitted a1 parameter from all
hadronic species (see text).
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FIG. 31. Distribution of the calculated parameter λ from all
hadronic species (see text).
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given by the ”a1” parameter, which vary from 2 10
−2
up to 10−1. This is not a small effect [9].
Fig. 3 of [8] reproduces the data [49] of a random walk
process due to intermittent encounters with slow regions,
and shows the corresponding fit to these data. It is note-
worthy that both data and fit, look like the figures of
hadronic mass ratios shown above. In these data [49]
also, the beginning of the distribution displays a high
peak, not described by the fit.
We observe similar shapes between some mr+1/mr
mass ratio distributions. This concerns charmed mesons,
charmed-strange mesons, and also although with a
smaller extend, the charmonium mesons. Such ob-
servation suggests that the masses of these meson
species should be compared, after global mass trans-
lation. Figure 33 shows all PDG meson mass spec-
tra up to M=3500 MeV, after global translations per-
formed to equalize the fundamental mass of all species to
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FIG. 32. Distribution of the calculated parameter µ from all
hadronic species (see text).
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the charmed meson fundamental mass: M=1867 MeV.
The species are arranged by increasing fundamental
masses. The correspondance between the columns and
the given species is: (a): unflavoured mesons, (b): strange
mesons, (c): charmed mesons, (d): strange-charmed
mesons, (e): charmonium mesons, (f): bottom mesons,
(g): bottom-strange mesons, and (h): bottonium mesons.
The quark contents are shown, as well as the amount of
mass translation at the top of the figure. We observe
indeed, after translation, very stable mass excitations
between all three species containing a (two) charmed
quark(s).
We observe that the shapes of columns between un-
flavoured and strange mesons are different. However we
observe similar masses (after translation) between char-
monium and bottonium mesons (masses joined by dashed
lines). Such observation allows us to tentatively predict
the masses of some still unobserved bottonium mesons
to be close to M≈ 9767 MeV, 10073 MeV, 10458 MeV,
and 10662 MeV. In the same way, similar columns corre-
sponding to charmed mesons, strange-charmed mesons,
and charmonium mesons allows us to tentatively pre-
dict a still unobserved strange-charmed meson at at
M≈ 2747 MeV.
Figure 34 shows a similar comparison between all PDG
baryonic masses up to 2940 MeV, after a translation com-
parable as the one described above for mesons. Here the
fundamental mass of all species, is ajusted to the mass of
the charmed Λ+c baryon. The species are arranged by in-
creasing fundamental masses [50]. We observe a regular
mass decrease of the second and third masses of nearly
all species, and also, although less regular, a mass de-
crease of the fourth and fifth masses. The shift of the
excited masses of all species, contract progressively when
fundamental masses increase. Using this regularity, sev-
eral masses, still not observed, are tentatively predicted.
They are shown in figure 40 by dashed lines. These
masses are:
FIG. 33. Comparison of all PDG meson masses up to
M=3500 MeV, after global translations of each species, in
order to equalize the first mass of each species to the first
charm meson mass (see text). The figure is colored on line.
M ≈ 1715 MeV, for the Ξ baryons,
M ≈ 2836 MeV, 2980 MeV, 3000 MeV, and 3100 MeV
for the Ω0c baryons,
M ≈ 3675 MeV and 3697 MeV for the Ξ++cc baryons.
The study of the spectroscopy of heavy bottom baryons
will require rather good resolution.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that the masses of PDG display frac-
tal properties and DSI. The straight lines in the log-log
representations of the hadronic masses, namely the log
of the studied quantity versus the log of the rank, show
that they follow the fractal law. In this model, com-
plex critical exponents lead to log-periodic corrections
to scaling. The ratio between adjacent hadronic masses
exhibit clear oscillations in agreement with the cosine
of the formula described in the log-periodic corrections
of the DIS model. Nearly all masses of mesonic and
bosonic species, are well fitted by the equation (3) de-
rived from the discrete-scale invariance model [8]. Good
quantitative fits are obtained except for the first oscil-
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FIG. 34. Comparison of all PDG baryon masses up to
M=2940 MeV, after global translations of each species, in or-
der to equalize the first mass of all species to the first charmed
baryon mass (see text). The figure is colored on line.
lation sometimes well larger than obtained through for-
mula, in agreement with the large slope in the log-log
distributions between the first and the second points.
The fits are obtained with use of several parameters.
However these parameters describing the successive mass
ratios are not distributed randomly. Each parameter of
a given species, is connected with the same parameter of
all hadronic species through a continuous distribution.
All these distributions show a structure in the region
M = 1500-2000 MeV. Then all successive mass ratios of
all hadronic mesonic and baryonic species have a com-
mon connection, in spite of the large gap between 5 GeV
and 10 GeV.
The same studies were done for the widths of some me-
son and baryon species. In spite of large uncertainties, we
have observed quite systematically, a multifractal prop-
erty. Such observation deserves other theoretical study.
When the spectroscopy of the charmonium states is
rich, the bottom counterparts of the higher baryonic
masses has still to be observed. Moreover the actual
knowledge of the ss¯ mesons is still nearly unknown.
The nice fit observed for some hadronic species, allows
us to predict possible masses of still unobserved hadrons.
A few species are not studied, since a too small number of
masses are presently observed. They are bottom strange
and bottom charmed mesons.
Hybrid mesons are also outside the scope of the present
study.
All figures shown in this paper, will be improved, when
new mesonic masses will be extracted from experiemnts,
or when some omitted from summary table masses, will
be definitively removed. These masses are introduced
tentatively in our study. These modifications should in
general concern ”large” masses, therefore ”large” rank.
The fractal property of the hadronic masses, increases
the many fractal aspects observed in the universe. The
agreement with the theoretical relation (3) suggests a
possible new physical property of hadronic masses.
In conclusion this work shows that the hadronic masses
obey to the log-periodic fractal model and DSI.
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VIII. APPENDIX
TABLE I. Mesonic masses used in previous figures.
species figs. masses (in MeV)
Mesons
Unflav. 1-3 137, 547.85, 600, 775.49, 782.65
957.78, 980, 980, 1019.455, 1170
1229.5, 1230, 1275.1, 1281.8, 1294
1300, 1318.3, 1370, 1354, 1386
1409.8, 1425, 1426.4, 1430, 1465
1474, 1476, 1505, 1518, 1525, 1562
1570, 1594, 1617, 1639, 1647, 1662
1667, 1672.4, 1680, 1688.8, 1720
1720, 1732, 1815, 1816, 1833.7
1842, 1854, 1895, 1900, 1903, 1944
1982, 1990, 2011, 2090, 2103, 2149
2157, 2175 2189, 2231.1, 2226, 2250
2297, 2300, 2330, 2330, 2339, 2340
2450, 2468
Strange 4, 5 495, 672, 891.66, 1272, 1403, 1414,
1425, 1425.6, 1460, 1580, 1629, 1650
1717, 1773, 1776, 1816, 1830, 1945
1973, 2045, 2247, 2324, 2382, 2490
3054
Charmed 6, 7 1867, 2009, 2318, 2403, 2423, 2427
2461.1,2539.4 2608.7 2637 2710
2752.4, 2763.3, 2860
Charm.-stran. 8, 9 1968.47, 2112.3, 2317.8, 2459.5
2535.29,2572.6, 2632.6, 2688, 2709
2862, 3044
Bottom 10 5279.17, 5325.1, 5698, 5723.4, 5743
Botto.-Stran. 11 5366.3, 5415.4, 5829.4, 5839.7, 5850
c− c¯ 12, 13 2980.3, 3096.916, 3414.75, 3510.66
3525.93, 3556.2, 3637, 3686.09
3772.92, 3872.2, 3915.5, 3929, 3943
4039, 4143, 4153, 4156, 4248, 4263
4350, 4361, 4421, 4443, 4550, 4664
4780, 4870, 5090, 5300, 5440, 5660
5910
b− b¯ 14, 15 9300, 9460.3, 9859.44, 9892.78
9912.21, 10023.26, 10161.1, 10232.5
10255.46, 10268.65, 10355.2
10579.4, 10735, 10865, 11019
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TABLE II. Baryonic masses used in previous figures.
species figs. masses (in MeV)
Baryons
N 16, 17 939, 1440, 1520, 1535, 1655, 1675, 1685
1700, 1710, 1720, 1900, 1990, 2000, 2080
2090, 2100, 2190, 2200, 2220, 2275, 2600
2700, 3000
∆ 18 1232, 1600, 1630, 1700, 1750, 1890, 1900
1910, 1920, 1930, 1940, 1940, 2000, 2150
2200, 2300, 2350, 2390, 2400, 2420, 2750
2950
Λ 19, 20 1115.68, 1405, 1520, 1600, 1670, 1690
1800, 1810, 1820, 1830, 1890, 2000, 2020
2100, 2110, 2325, 2350, 2585
Σ 21, 22 1193, 1385, 1480, 1560, 1580, 1620
1660, 1670, 1690, 1750, 1770, 1775, 1840
1880, 1915, 1940, 2000, 2030, 2070, 2080
2100, 2250, 2455, 2620, 3000, 3170
Ξ 23, 24 1318.285, 1530, 1620, 1690, 1820, 1950
2030, 2120, 2250, 2370, 2500
Charmed 25, 26 2286.46, 2453.76, 2518.4, 2595.4
2628.1, 2766.6, 2802, 2881.53, 2939.3
ΞC 27, 28 2469.5, 2577.8, 2645.8, 2789.2, 2817.4
2931, 2974, 3054.2, 3077, 3122.9
